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Still from Ultra Rich Asian Girls of Vancouver
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Vancouverites who pride themselves in
BC’s more recent ethos of multicultural
inclusivity find themselves struggling
to understand their own city’s dark
and racist past.
Making Tracks
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In February 2016, the ruling Liberal Party of BC commissioned its own
study of foreign ownership of provincial real estate. Before the study
was completed, however, BC Premier
Christy Clark instituted a fifteen percent foreign transfer tax in August.
Although the tax aims to curtail real
estate speculation by wealthy overseas
investors whatever their country of origin, to some it calls to mind the institution of the head tax of 1885.
Interestingly, in 2016, it is some
members of BC’s ethnic Chinese population who have led the debate, defusing some of its racial elements. Among
them is Eveline Xia, who is behind the
lively Twitter hashtag #donthave1million; urban planner Andy Yan, who
conducted a controversial study drawing an explicit link between new Chinese wealth and the overheated housing market; and Ian Young, a former
editor with the South China Morning
Post whose ‘Hongcouver’ blog ran a story on 24 November with the headline:
‘Vancouver’s mayor never dreamed
foreign-funded housing crisis would
get so bad. If only he’d been warned …’
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